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Food - Supply Chain in India
“The price of India’s favorite vegetable is a mystery that no calculation can
explain”
While prices of onions are touching sky, a gaggle of auctioneers, rival traders,
scribes, squabbling and yanking each other’s hair. High food prices perturb
some men and women even bigger than Mr Jain. Raghuram Rajan, the boss of
India’s central bank, is grappling with high inflation caused in large part by food

prices: wholesale onion prices soared by 278% in the year to October and the
retail price of all vegetables shot up by 46%. The food supply chain is decades
out of date and cannot keep up with booming demand. India’s rulers are watching the cost of food closely, too, ahead of an election due by May. Electoral folklore says that pricey onions are deadly for incumbent governments.
A year ago it seemed that India had bitten the bullet by permitting foreign firms
to own majority stakes in domestic supermarkets. The decision came after a
fierce political battle. Walmart, Carrefour and Tesco have been waiting for years
to invest in India. They say they would revolutionize shopping. Only 2-3% of
groceries are bought in formal stores, with most people reliant on local
markets. They would also modernize logistics chains, either by investing
themselves, or indirectly, by stimulating food producers to spend on factories,
warehouses and trucks, and establish direct contracts with farmers, eliminating
layers of middlemen. On the ground little has happened. Foreign firms complain
of hellish fine print, including a stipulation to buy from tiny suppliers.

Individual Indian states can opt out of the policy—which is unhelpful if you
want to build a national supermarket chain. In October Walmart terminated its
joint venture with Bharti, an Indian group. The reaction from politicians has
been indifference. “We have liberalized…to the extent that we can. People have
to accept this and decide whether they want to invest,” by P Chidambaram
( Finance Minister of India).
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Despite the apparently obvious benefits of supermarkets and the experience of
most other countries, few Indians seem to want change. India’s food supply
chain is in poor stage? The journey of an onion from a field in the heart of
onion country, in western India, to a shopping bag in Mumbai, “The system hasn’t changed much—it’s been the same since the 1970s,” says an elderly farmer
in a white cap. Big farmers don’t want to buy more land because of unreliable
electricity and labor mean “it is too hard to manage.” There are four onion
crops each year—in a good season production is three times higher than in a

bad one. To hedge his bets they also grow sugar cane. Costs have soared
because of rising rural wages, which have doubled in three years. Farmer says
welfare schemes have made workers lazy. “They just play cards all day.”
Storage facilities amount to a wooden basket inside a shed—at this time of year
onions perish within 15 days, although the variety grown in the spring can last
eight months. The roads are mostly paved but the 30-40 km journey takes a
couple of hours in a rickety old tractor.
The auction is run twice daily by an official body, it doesn’t look wholly transparent. Some farmers complain that big trader dominate the trade. Prices vary
wildly day by day and according to size and quality, which are judged in a split
second by eye. Neither traders nor farmers agree why prices have risen so
steeply of late. They blame climate change, the media, too much rain last year,
and too little rain this year, labor costs, an erratic export regime. But the biggest
problem is illiteracy; they don’t know how to use technology. Most folk agree
that India needs better cold storage but worry that it is too pricey or that it
ruins the taste of onions.
Farmers must pay a 1% fee to the auction house and a 4% commission to the
traders. Sometimes they also have to stump up for fees for packing and loading.
That takes place at several depots surrounding the market where farmers must
drop off their loads and pour them onto tarpaulins on the ground. The onions
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may wait there for days but once put into hessian sacks they are loaded onto
trucks operated by separate haulage firms and owned by intricate webs of independent consortiums.
Onions are sometimes unpacked, sorted and repacked, with wastage rates of up
to 20%. By morning the market is a teeming maze of 300-odd selling agents,
who mainly act on behalf of middlemen, and several thousand buyers—who are
either retailers or sub-distributors. Everyone stands ankle deep in onions of
every size. The bidding process is opaque. The selling agents each drape a towel
on their arm. To make a bid you stick your hand under the towel and grip their
hand, with secret clenches denoting different prices. Average prices today are
about Rs.34 per kilo. If the seller likes your tickles you hail a porter. He carries
your newly bought sacks on his head to a dispatch depot where another group
of couriers takes them into the city.
The buyers pay loading charges on top of that and a fee to the market. Business
is tough—bad debts from customers run at a fifth of sales and has to pay
interest rates of 22% of own debts. The solution to the onion shortage is obvious. “In China they keep things in storage facilities—if India had the same facilities as China has, prices would be lower.” Rent is dear and it reckons cold storage destroys the flavor of onions. He marks up his prices by perhaps 20% but
says a chunk of what he buys has to be thrown away—it is either damaged or of
inferior quality. For the onions that do make the cut the next stop is a small
shop down the road where they are sold for another mark-up of 10% or so.

Peeling back the layers of truth
There are some underlying reasons why prices have risen—higher rural wages
have pushed up farmers’ costs. But the system is horribly fiddly. Farms are tiny
with no economies of scale. The supply chain involves up to five middlemen.
The onion is loaded, sorted or repacked at least four times. Wastage rates,
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either from damage or weight loss as onions dry out, are a third or more.
Because India has no modern food-processing industry, low-quality onions that
could be turned into paste or sauces are thrown away. Retail prices are about
double what farmers receive, although the lack of any standard grading of size
or quality makes comparisons hard. The system is volatile as well as inefficient.
Traders who buy onions from farmers may hoard them, but for the supply chain
as a whole far too little inventory is stored. As a result small variations in
demand and supply are amplified and cause violent swings in price. In the first
week of January 2014 prices fell again. It is easy to see how heavy investment
by supermarket chains and big food-producers—whether Indian or foreign—
could make a difference. They would cut out layers from the supply chain, build
modern storage facilities and probably prod farmers to consolidate their plots.
The shoppers of Chembur (onion farm village) agree that Indian onions are the
world’s tastiest but are fed up with price swings. No one mentions reform as a
solution and until there is popular support and political leadership it is hard to

see much changing. And what of the last stage of the onion’s odyssey, to the
stomach? In real people says they likes the vegetable so much that they doesn’t
bother to cook it. Instead they chomp on raw onions as if they were apples. At
least some have an eye on efficiency.
Source:

http://www.economist.com/news/business/21591650-walmart-

carrefour-and-tesco-have-been-knocking-indias-door-without-much-luck
-route
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APICS BSCM Certification – Module 1 for
CPIM Certification

Tarun Shukla
Operations Management
MBA (2012-14)

APICS Production and Inventory management (CPIM) certification is one of the
most prestigious and well known certification for professionals working in operations domain.

Basics of Supply Chain Management (BSCM) is the entry module of the CPIM
program which offers a good basic overview for the other 4 CPIM modules.
Other 4 modules are Master Planning of Resources
Detailed Scheduling and Planning
Execution and Control of Operations
Strategic Management of Resources
This certification is recognized globally as it is associated with APICS USA – biggest educational organization offering certifications, trainings and other opportunities for operations management students/professionals. In colleges like
SIOM and NITIE a large number of students take up these certification courses
to have an edge over others.
For BSCM certification, detailed study of these 2 books is required
(Both of these books are available in our library also)–


http://www.flipkart.com/introduction-materials-management-6th/p/
itmczyqy7ccynzwe?
q=Introduction+To+Materials+Management+6th+Edition&as=on&asshow=on&otracker=start&as-pos=p_1&pid=9788131726273



http://www.flipkart.com/lean-production-simplified-plain-language-guideworld-s-most-powerful-system-2nd/p/itmdygxshpkhnzzw?
pid=9781563273568&otracker=fromsearch&srno=t_1&query=lean+production+simplified&ref=68e69e4c-28f44f96-8853-c0dc33dba512
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http://www.apics.org/about



http://www.insidebusiness360.com/index.php/five-reasons-you-shouldget-a-cpim-17221/



http://www.iimm.org/ed/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=160&Itemid=107
[Indian Institute of Materials Management]



http://blog.profitkey.com/2013/06/26/can-apics-certification-improveyour-competitive-edge-in-the-manufacturing-job-market/



http://www.linkedin.com/groups/APICS-CPIM-Learners-Marathon4619548.S.160902465



http://www.knowerx.com/Knowerx/eng/cd/IndiaInfoAPICS.jsp
[Indian company responsible for conducting APICS tests]

All the details regarding these certification exams can be obtained from the
above mentioned company responsible for conducting these exams in India.
Feel free to contact either me or Ashish Ujjawal
(ashish.ujjawal2014@sims.edu) for any queries, both of us cleared July BSCM
certification exam.
We would be happy to clear queries/
doubts regarding these certifications.
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Mysterious Mobility

Jayant Nath
Marketing Management
MBA ( 2013-15 )

It was only last month when for summer internship I got
placed in AgreeYa Mobility for internship. It was my first
tryst with the wonderful world of mobility but it was not
my first meeting with it, only thing was I didn’t knew

what is mobility. I used to know only the term mobility
as something which is referred to moving of an object
from one place to another. I was amazed that what all is
included in this object. Mobility is referred to as a strategy which can be used by organizations for reaching to
various places where they have their clients and employees at one time. When people move on vacations the
work doesn’t stop , what I want to say is in this corporate

world where there are no vacations all work needs to be
completed and so people must be able to contact with its
organization such that its beneficial for both. Mobility
helps reduce the
burden

in

this

stressful corporate
world.
Mobility will soon
become necessity instead of a luxury with computers and laptops already making inroads in our lives making it faster and easier. Mobility will bring about a
disruptive change in the society i.e. soon there will be certain changes in the society owing to mobility. Already our lives move around the various mobile apps
starting from Whatsapp to different play store app. Organization need to use
mobility so that they can get the best results from their limited resources.
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Mobility comes with a lot of benefits to the organization who are using it and
that’s why many companies have come up which have developed a specialty in
the field of mobility and provide mobility as a solution to the larger
organizations who stand to benefit. I would smartly choose to introduce
mobility solutions in my before my competitor does so that the customer gets
better experience at my organization and bring more business to my organiza-

tion.
Some of the important activates done by the mobility solution providers:Mobile Application Management, Mobile End User Support, Monitoring and
Enablement, Mobile Content Management ,etc. These services take advantage of
advanced technologies and security built-in approaches designed to ensure
continuity, high performance, and ease of maintenance. The various platforms
on which they work are iOS, android and HTML. Their goal is to ensure that
customers are able to adjust and adapts to change in demands, to provide the
secure sharing data across environments, and to provide access to modern apps
designed for the evolving workplace. Also they work on the aspects of Cloud
Setup and Management, SaaS Integration including Office 365 and Google Apps.
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Mobility has taken a different route and as
promised to deliver our world with newer modes of solutions which we had
never seen before. If a work which is supposed to be done in three days can be
executed in a matter of hours, then I am willing to be part of such a
revolutionary concept. I think my internship period in this mobility sector
would prove fruitful to my future and I’ll be finally able to undertake the

journey on a path that will take me to higher level of Maslow’s hierarchy. If you
still haven’t been part of this new field I would like you to take a better look
around so that you can understand that it has already engulfed you.
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ZARA “hatke” Supply Chain Management
Arsalaan Syed
Operations Management
MBA ( 2013-15 )

Zara, in simple words, is a fashion forward company. Every fashionista is a
paramour when it comes to Zara. It’s based off a business strategy that is very
unique within the industry. Fashion lines and trends are created similarly with
other companies about six months away from being in store. However, it’s the
process and strategic plan that separates Zara from the rest. The company’s
innovative idea to keep up to 40% of manufacturing operations in-house
allowed for in-season manufacturing, which creates a flexible inventory system.
For example, if an item is selling well, executives make a decision to stop
manufacturing the product to create an unsatisfied demand on purpose. This
creates a culture that the customer better get it today because they might not
find it tomorrow. Reprehensible yet emphatic, isn’t it? The company’s ability to
respond to in-season demand is what gives Zara a different fashion risk profile
from other apparel retailers. By having such a flexible inventory system and
responsive manufacturing capability, Zara is able to operate with a very high
close-to-sale-time manufacturing system. This system creates short lead times
that are incomparable when considering other apparel providers. The innovative idea to create a product line based on its manufacturability has created the
ability to provide the customers with trending items that are more in demand
than any other product offered by competitors.
The European textile industry is one of the first victims of globalization and discrimination based on price. The most important textile markets are located in
Europe, the United States, China and Japan. In this extensively competitive environment, brands like Zara saw the need to undertake major changes in order
to survive in this global competitive market. Fashion companies share some
characteristics; however, Zara is unique because it distributes fashion and luxury products to a wide audience.
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Companies in the textile industry, therefore evolve in a chaotic environment.
Fashion is, by nature, in constant motion: it embodies the tastes of the moment.
In addition to the uncertainty of time, there are many other variables to
consider when Zara was developing its business strategy. To attract a large
number of customers in a very competitive industry, Zara needed to be creative
and unique in its business modeling, business management, design of
collections, and marketing and communications strategies. Zara chose a strategy that is in contrasts with that of its main competitors. They chose the vertical integration to implement their different strategies. The vertical strategy is
achieved through a sought-after organization and logistics. It allows Zara to
implement its management of scarcity as mentioned earlier.
The vertical integration also allows Zara to cut cost and time by choosing not to
outsource any of its channels. The company is therefore faster in production,
more effective and more efficient. Vertical integration also prevents conflicts
that can potentially arise from having different channels. As mentioned, Zara
manufactures and distributes its collections in small batches, which makes it
more efficient to manage the design, logistics, and distribution of its products
in house instead of outsourcing. It gives Zara more flexibility in following the
market trends and customers tastes and adjusting to them in a short period of
time. Zara’s vertical integration is one of the main sources of success and
competitiveness in the market of textile and fashion because it allows the
company to not only be efficient and cut cost and time, but to develop a competitive merchandising strategy, hence the establishment of the environment of
scarcity, opportunity and fast-fashion model.
Supply chain performance can be determined by many financial metrics such as
Return on Asset (ROA), SG&A / Sales, Days of Total Inventory, Working Capital/
Sales, and Days of Account Payable. Inventory incurs total supply chain cost and
also increase total asset in the company’s Balance Sheet. Thus, top supply chain
management (SCM) companies such as Zara, which better utilize their
inventory to generate net income, will have the higher ROA than their
competitors. Secondly, Sales, General and Administration (SG&A) expense also
incurs cost. Top SCM companies with better integration with upstream and
downstream partners will incur less of this transaction cost and result in lower
expense than other companies providing the same level of sales. Third, Days of
Total Inventory for top SCM companies is expected to be low. Since companies
may each have same level of sitting inventory, but if one can sell it all faster
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than the other, it will handle less demand uncertainty as well as face smaller
loss of price marking down at the end of seasons. Forth, working capital/ sales
for top SCM companies is expected to be low as well. Since top SCM companies
better manage their working capital, the companies will have the capability to
use less working capital to provide the same level of sales as competitors or use
the same level of working capital but provide more sales volume than their
competitors. Lastly, Days of Account Payable for top SCM companies is often
low. Unlike traditional firms, purchasing managers in top SCM companies are
making a trade-off by giving favorable payment terms to their suppliers in
return for excellent performance and closer relationships. Considering market
capitalization, the research shows that top SCM companies attract investors
since the companies provide both higher and less variable returns on share
(ROS) by generating significantly higher average monthly stock returns when
compared with rival options.
Given the expansion plans and the strategies pursue by Zara in its supply chain
processes, several positive aspects can be marked as effective models for
different firms in the operations level. Zara chooses markets meticulously that
are compatible with its strategic plans. It launches limited amount of products
into the market to spread a unique culture among its customers to buy at the
beginning of the seasons and to pursue a “precautions policy” to keep inventory
relatively little to reduce the holding costs. However, there is a distinctive ability to meet the demands in a maximum period of a week. Another method to
reduce the holding costs is to move the items that have not been sold in certain
store to other stores or locations to be sold and to avoid the markdown policy.
In this context, Zara uses a pricing strategy that is compatible with different
target markets or countries. Finally, the most prominent strategies at Zara, is its
ability to create a competitive advantage in the in house-production versus
outsourcing. Whether for one stage or for the all stages in production, besides
shifting some of the productive sector to other countries in order to take
advantage of skilled labor and low wages such as China and the Asian countries
in general.
It definitely is Zara “hatke”.
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HENRY LAURENCE GANTT

Father of planning and control techniques


Henry Laurence Gantt, A.B., M.E. (May 20, 1861 – November 23, 1919)
was an American mechanical engineer and management consultant.



Born in Calvert County, Maryland. He graduated from McDonogh School in
1878 and then went on to attend and graduate from Johns Hopkins
University in 1880. He subsequently went on to graduate from the Stevens
Institute of Technology in New Jersey, awarded a Masters of Engineering
degree.



In 1884 he first began work as a Mechanical Engineer with Pool and
Hunt of Baltimore



In 1887, he joined Frederick W. Taylor in applying scientific management
principles to the work at Midvale Steel and Bethlehem Steel—working
there with Taylor until 1893.



In his later career as a management consultant—following the invention of
the Gantt chart—he also designed the 'task and bonus' system of wage
payment and additional measurement methods worker efficiency and
productivity.



Work - The Gantt chart: Still accepted as an important management tool

Honors


Honors: The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) awards an annual medal in honor of Henry Laurence Gantt.



Henry Gantt is listed under Stevens Institute of Technology alumni.
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HENRY LAURENCE GANTT
father of planning and control
techniques
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And finally our event—Smooth Operator
Smooth Operator
“Smooth Operator” – the Operations event of Orion was the highlight this month,
with the best brains from all over the country competing in a series of rounds,
which judged them on their Operational skills.
Inception of the idea of ‘Smooth Operator’ took place last year. This time it was
bigger and better, living up to the bar set by the Noesis-Orion team last year.
SMOOTH OPERATOR-2014
Smooth Operator got a whopping response this time, with registrations from 176
teams from various B-Schools all over the country. The first round comprised of a
quiz, post which 6 teams were shortlisted and called for the remaining on-campus
rounds.
Title Sponsor for Smooth Operator was ‘Imperial Logistics’, which is a well-known
name in Logistics in Pune. The other sponsors were Lupin, Impact Logistics, Cafe
Nook, Ananda Valley, and Cartini.
Teams like NITIE, SJMSOM came to SIMS to exhibit their knowledge, skills on the
ongoing operational problems of companies like Lupin Pharmaceuticals, Imperial
Logistics. The on-campus rounds, which happened on the 18th of this month, comprised of three grueling rounds. Mr. Jitendra Joshi, CEO at ABHI IMPACT LOGISTICS
and Mr. Rajendra Chunodkar, Executive VP, Global Supply Chain & Technology at
LUPIN LIMITED were the esteemed judges of the first round. The first round was a
case study based on the operational problems faced by Lupin. The judges were
awed by the analytical skills and the solutions provided by each team. The
encouragement given by the judges further braced up the spirits of the contestants,
and they were all set to move to the next round.
The second round was a game designed to test the contestants for their space
management and layout designing skills, which is an extremely important facet of
Operations Management.
The third and the final round was a case study provided by Imperial Logistics which
was based on the day-to-day challenges faced by a logistics company. Mr. Aditya
Kale, Director at IMPERIAL LOGISTICS was the judge for this round.
The eventful day came to an end with Team ‘Flaming Mockingjay’ of IIT Bombay
taking away the first prize .Closely followed by them was team ‘Zephyr’ from SIMS.
Noesis team congratulates both the teams for their achievement.
Smooth Operator is an event which most student managers, especially the ones in
Operations domain, look forward to. It gives them the opportunity to get a taste of
the challenges in the corporate world before they actually get into it. For all those
who are up for this challenge, do participate next year. It’s definitely getting fiercer
next year!
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Participants at their Will

The TEAM

Winners and Participants with Judges
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